
MAKE 
AN 
IMPACT.

REGISTER FOR A  

SOCIAL IMPACT STUDIO 
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER:

VM 331x21 / SI 300 

Creative 
Expression 
for Climate
Justice

VM 331x23 / IN 374 / SI 300 

Future Imaginaries: 
Unwritten Stories  
of Climate Change  
and Sustainability

NEW THIS FALL!

TH 495 / SI 300 

Transforming  
Narratives of  
Gun Violence 
through  
Performance

VM 331x20 / SI 300 

Collaborative  
Documentary  
Studio:  
Transforming  
Narratives of 
Gun Violence

NEW THIS FALL!

SI 200 

Co-Design Studio
FOUNDATIONS COURSE ↳ Scroll to learn more about each studio!



TH 495 / SI 300 
INSTRUCTOR: Dana Edell  

LEARN ABOUT:
+ How theatre artists can use their skills 

and creativity to address the root causes 
of gun violence

+ Applied theatre techniques, including  
Theatre of the Oppressed, devised 
performance, and theatre in education

COURSE WORK:
+ Write, create and perform original, 

trauma-informed, collaborative theatre

+ Partner with local community-based, 
anti-violence organizations to transform 
the dominant narratives related to gun 
violence in the U.S.

Transforming Narratives  
of Gun Violence through  
Performance

TRANSFORMING NARRATIVES OF GUN VIOLENCE



VM 331x20 / SI 300 
INSTRUCTOR: Theodore “Regge” Life  

LEARN ABOUT:
+ How to tell powerful, authentic, and 

purposeful stories that can impact  
policy and decision-making while 
collaborating with community partners 
who will join class each week

 

COURSE WORK:
+ Co-create a short documentary film  

about the impacts of violence on  
Boston communities 

Collaborative 
Documentary Studio: 
Transforming Narratives of Gun Violence

TRANSFORMING NARRATIVES OF GUN VIOLENCE



VM 331x21 / SI 300 
INSTRUCTORS: Paul Turano & Erin Trahan

LEARN ABOUT:
+ Community-generated solutions  

to local climate challenges including 
extreme hot and cold climate events,  
air quality issues, green space access,  
and more

COURSE WORK:
+ Collaborate with community members 

while exploring a range of expressive 
forms including writing, documentary 
film, interactive media, and performance 
as tools toward engagement, education, 
activism and social change

Creative Expression
for Climate Justice 

TRANSFORMING NARRATIVES FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE



VM 331x23 / IN 374 / SI 300 
INSTRUCTORS: Jon Honea & Homa Sarabi

LEARN ABOUT:
+ Positive narratives about the future and 

how they can shape expectations, actions, 
and outcomes in ways that more common 
gloom-and-doom scenarios have not.

+ How different perspectives on the future 
can inform our understanding of the world 
and shape public policy

COURSE WORK:
+ Examine the role that storytelling and 

media play in shaping visions of the future 
+ Students, working alongside youth 

partners from GreenRoots, will learn to 
craft and communicate future imaginaries 
that inspire hope, action, and resilience

Future Imaginaries:  
Unwritten Stories of Climate Change  
and Sustainability

TRANSFORMING NARRATIVES FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE



SI 200
INSTRUCTOR: Eric Gordon 

LEARN ABOUT:
+ How to equitably engage with various 

stakeholders in creative processes

+ Design concepts, methods, and  
project management tools  

+ The theory and practice of collaboration, 
the importance of power and positionality, 
and the value of dynamic design methods

COURSE WORK:
+ Case studies, interactive in-class 

group activities, and group work

+ Prepares students to work with 
community partners in future 
studios

Co-Design 
Studio

FOUNDATIONS COURSE


